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Abstract
In this survey we discuss three methods for program development, which
incorporate data reification: VDM, Reynolds' method, and Back's method
and develop a modest predicate transformer based framework to relate them.
At first we consider partial correctness only, and discuss Reynolds' method
and a partial correctness version of VDM. Later we also consider total correctness in order to cover (part of) Back's refinement calculus and the full
notion of specification and associated refinement methods in VDM.
Keywords: Data reification, Program transformation.

1

Introduction

Already in the early seventies it became clear that data reification is a powerful principle in program development [Milner71J[Hoare72] [Gerhart75]. It was already present in the methods presented in [Back78J[Jones80] and [Reynolds81J,
which laid the foundations for the program development methods like e.g. VDM
[VDM86J[VDM89].
In this survey we discuss three methods for program development, which incorporate data reification: VDM, Reynolds' method, and Back's method and develop a
• Appeared in Proc. 4th BCS-FACS Refinement Workshop, pp. 97-114. Workshops in Computing, Springer-Verlag 1991.
tSupported by NWO/SION Project 612-316-022: "Fault Tolerance: Paradigms, Models, Logics,
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Ipartially supported by ESPRIT project 3096: "SPEC." E-mail: wpr@informatik.unikiel.dbp.de
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modest predicate transformer based framework to relate them. The Vienna Development Method is included, because it has become one of the major design methods.
Back's refinement calculus is included as a representative of the class of refinement
calculi such as [Morgan90) and [MorrisS9). Finally, we consider the method advocated by Reynolds in chapter 5 of [ReynoldsS1), because in our opinion it is the one
presented most elegantly along with the best worked out examples.
As mentioned already, besides surveying the above mentioned methods, we also
set up a modest theory based on predicate transformers and relations which we use
to relate them. At first we consider-partial correctness only, and discuss Reynolds'
method and a partial correctness version of VDM. Later we extend our theory to
total correctness in order to cover Back's refinement calculus and the full notion of
refinement in VDM.
Maybe this is the proper place to explain our usage of the term reification
instead of refinement. In our opinion refinement is best defined by Gardiner and
Morgan in [Gardiner90): "One module is said to be refined by a second if no program
using the second module can detect that it is not using the first." As such it can
be conceived of as a compositional notion, related to the notion of subdistributivity by Hoare, He and Sanders [Hoare87). However in actual program development
sometimes noncompositional "refinement" techniques occur such as e.g. optimization in compilers. Another example of noncompositional refinement, in the style of
Reynolds, is the implementation of the program fragment
begin new Yi y:= a member of Ui U:= U - {y} end
by b:= b - 1, where the set U is represented by an array segment and b denotes
the upper bound of that segment. The statement implements neither of the two
abstract operations and is only correct for this particular abstract program fragment.
As a last example illustrating a noncompositional aspect of refinement we mention
a notion of Abadi and Lamport which is related to the introduction of prophecy
variables that add stuttering (cf. section 5.3 of [AbadiSS)). To cover both these
cases and action refinement we prefer to use the term reification, for want of a
better term.
Actually there is multitude of refinement notions in program development:
• compositional or process refinement exploiting the compositional nature
of a formalism, see e.g. [GriesS1J[Hehner84) [Morgan90J[ZwiersS9),
• action refinement typically applying to the implementation of atomic actions
in a concurrent programming environment, see e.g. [LamportS3) [Abadi8S), or
the many references in [deBdeRRoz90],
• data refinement, see e.g. [Hoare72J[Gerhart75] [Jones80][ReynoldsS1][BackS8J.
We will be concerned with data refinement only in this paper.

The outline of the remainder of this paper is as follows. In section two we
discuss refinement within Hoare's logic. Section three is devoted to partial correctness preserving refinement. Total correctness preserving refinement is the subject of
section four, and we conclude with a discussion and some ideas for future work.

2

Reification in Hoare's logic

We start with the presentation of a modest theory of relations and predicate transformers. Next, we define the meaning of correctness formulae and specifications.
Furthermore, we discuss four simulation notions, and show how these simulations
can be used to prove refinement in Hoare's logic. Most of the results are already
well known, although they are sometimes presented in a different framework.
Although, in this section, we are mainly concerned with reification in a Hoarestyle proof system we set up the theory in such a way that also a concise meaning
can be given to our version of partial correctness formulae in VDM.

2.1

Relations and predicate transformers

Relations appear in four ways in our theory. Firstly, programs are interpreted as
relations on states, i.e. we use a relational semantics. Therefore, secondly, we also
interpret specification as relations. Thirdly, the post conditions in VDM specifications and correctness formulae denote relations on states. For this reason they are
often referred to as post-relations. And fourthly, representation invariants, which
are used to prove reification steps correct, define relations between states of two
possibly different state spaces.
We use the following notations for relations. Throughout this paper P and q
denote sets of states, and (indexed) r denotes a relation on states.
r- 1

-'-

p"-'q
p"-'r
Pi r

-

ro;

-

rl

-

{(7,0-)
{( 0-,7)
{( 0-,7)
{(17,7)
{(17,7)

I (0-,7) E r},
I 0- E P 7 E q} ,
I 0- E P (0-,7) E r}
-t

-t

,

I 17 EpA (17,7) E r},
13u '((0-, 17')

E ro A

(0-',7) E rl)} .

The symbol "-' is pronounced as "leads to", r- 1 denotes the converse of r, p; r and
ro; rl respectively denote the sequential composition of a filter and a relation and
the sequential composition of two relations.
Furthermore, we use the following notations for sets:

(r)p
[rJp
r(p)

{17 I :1r((0-,7) ErA 7 E p)} ,
{o- I '17((0-,7) E r - t 7 E p)},
{7 I 3u (( 0-,7) E r 1\ 0- E p)} .

These sets correspond with the notions of strongest postcondition (r(p) or (r-l)p)
and weakest precondition ([rJp). Lemma 2.1.1 lists some useful properties of the
above predicate transformers.

Lemma 2.1.1

(r-l)p
=
(ro; rl)p fro; rdp -

rep)
(ro){rt)p
froJhJp

o
A relation r is total if for every state (j in the domain of r there exists a state
r such that «(j, r) E r.
Lemma 2.1.2
If, and only if r is total then

(p"" q); r- l
r; (p"" q)

P"" «r)q)
= ([rJp) "" q

o

2.2

Specifications and correctness formulae

We assume a syntactic class Expr of expressions with occurrences of program variables x E Var, a disjoint set of 'hooked' program variables X, and another set, disjoint with the previous ones, of logical variables 9 E Cvar. We use E for the set of
(program) states (j: Var -> Val and r for the set of logical states, : Cvar -> Val.
Furthermore, we assume that an interpretation function £[.] : £ xpr -> (f ->
«E x E) -> Val)) is defined such that

£[ x h«(j, r)
£[xh«(j,r)
£[g h«(j, r)

-

rex)
(j(x)
,(g)

The syntactic class Assn of assertions, with typical elements x, is defined by (el, e2 E

£xpr)

We will use the usual abbreviations such as e.g. Xl V X2. Assertions are interpreted
by a truth-valued function T[.] : Assn -> (r -> «E x E) -> {tt,!!})), which
defined as follows.

T[ true h( (j, r)
T[ el = e2 h«(j, r)
T['xh«(j,r)
T[XI -> X2h«(j,r)
T[39(x)h«(j,r)

.0.

-

tt
E[ ed,( (j, r) = f[ ed,( (j, r)
not T[ X h«(j, r)
T[xd,«(j,r) => T[xd,«(j,r)
, there exists a v E Val such that
T[xh[v/gJ«(j,r)

1"

II ,

otherwise.

Often assertions are interpreted as sets of pairs of states.

[.]: Assn ...... (f ...... peE x E))
[x h:, {(a, r) I T[x h(a,

rn

We will distinguish three kinds of assertions in Assn

r.p, tP E AssnH , assertions in which 'hooked' variables do not occur,
to be used in Hoare-style correctness formulae.
PE
AssnR, assertion wi thout free occurrences of logical variables,
but with 'hooked' ones, to be used in post relations of
VDM-style correctness formulae.
1r E
AssnJ, assertion in AssnH n AssnR, to be used as preconditions
in VDM-style correctness formulae.
For these assertions the following interpretation functions are defined.

[.]H: AssnH ...... (f ...... peE))
[.]R: AssnR ...... peE x E)
[.]J: AssnJ ...... peE)

n{( a, r) I T[ p h( a, r)}
~

n{r I T[1rh(a,r)}

'Y. U

Let R denote a relation - R possibly stands for a program S E Lan of some
programming language with a relational semantics n[.] : Lan ...... peE x E), but
not necessarily - then the syntactic class Form of correctness formulae is defined
by

We use F ormH for the subclass of correctness formulae that are obtained by deleting
(1r) R (p)J from the above definition, and FormJ for the subclass which is obtained
by deleting (r.p) R (tP)H and \;/9(1) from the above definition. The basic formulae
in FormH and in FormJ are respectively Hoare correctness formulae and VDM
correctness formulae.
The semantics of correctness formulae is defined by the truth-valued function
F[.]: Form -> (f -> {tt,!!}):

F[(r.p) R (tP)H h
F[ (1r) R (p)J h

-

F[ \;/9(1) h

-

F[ft V hh
F[ It i\ h h
F[/I -> h h

-

""-

""-

[R]([r.pBH,) <;;; [7/J]wy
[ 7r ]J; [R] <;;; [p]R
{tt , for all v E Val F[/h[v/g]
II , otherwise.
FIT II h or F[ h h
F[ It hand F[ 12 h
F[ It h =} F[ h h

Note that this definition deviates from the standard convention, as e.g. in [Apt81],
in that logical variables are not universally quantified in (cp) R (if;)H, and therefore
the truth of this formula is relative to a logical state. As result reasoning over
correctness formulae becomes more natural (see [Zwiers89]' page 125).
Observe also that VDM correctness formulae are interpreted as partial correctness formulae, which is unlike the total correctness interpretation in e.g. [VDM89].
It is not until we deal with total correctness that we capture the complete total
correctness meaning of VDM correctness formulae.
Now, consider a Hoare-style specification {cp} name {if;} H. There are two important
differences with a correctness formula \l9((cp) S (if;)H)' The first one is that name is
just a name for the program that is specified, whereas S is a program. As a consequence, the meaning of the correctness formula depends on S, but the meaning of
the specification does not depend on name. The second difference is that a correctness formula is either true or false, but a specification defines the set of programs
that satisfy that specification.
There is of course also a strong relationship between correctness formulae
and specifications that becomes clear if we define what it means if a program
satisfies a given specification. Intuitively a program S satisfies the specification
{cp} name {if;} H, if the corresponding correctness formula \19 (( cp) S (if;)H) is true.
Thus one would like to have a definition of satisfaction such that

Following a similar argument as for Hoare-style specifications, we find the corresponding requirement for the definition for VDM-style (partial correctness) specifications.

The following lemma about correctness gives a sound basis for the definition of specifications and satisfaction.

Lemma 2.2.1
\l9 ((cp) R (if;)H) if, and only if,

[R]

~

n([cp]HI'''-' [if;]HI')

(11") R (p)J

[R]

~

[11"]J "-' [p]R

if, and only if,

-,

o
Lemma 2.2.1 defines the maximal relation, that satisfies a correctness formula of
either type. Because the maximal relation which satisfies a specification characterizes the set of all relations which satisfy that specification, we define the semantics
of a specification accordingly.

[ {cp} name {if; } H ]

n([ cp ]HI' "-> [if; ]HI')

[{11"} name {p}J]

[11"]J"-> [p]R

-,

If specifications denote relations, satisfaction becomes simply inclusion between relations, and can be defined for arbitrary relations.
Definition 2.2.1

flo sat Rl if, and only if, flo <;;; Rl

o
2.3

Simulation

It is good programming practice to define a representation invariant when replacing an abstract data type by a more concrete one, c.f. [Hoare72]. A representation
invariant is a predicate that defines how the abstract data type is related to the concrete one. It typically is conjunction of a characteristic predicate of an abstraction
relation and a data invariant of the concrete data type. The abstraction relation
relates the abstract variables with the concrete variables and the data invariant
defines the allowed states of the concrete data type.
As we already pointed out in the introduction, we say that a concrete program
refines an abstract one if no program using the concrete one can detect it is not using
the abstract program. This notion of refinement is also used in e.g. [Hoare87]. Let
P(A) denote a program P using an abstract data type A and its operations. And,
likewise, let P( C) denote the same program P, with the abstract data type and
its operations replaced by the concrete data type C and corresponding operations.
Let AI and AF be the initialization and the finalization statements of the abstract
data type, and C I and C F be the initialization and finalization of the concrete data
type. Then, C refines A if, and only if,
[CI; P(C); CF] <;;; [AI; P(A); AF]

for all programs P, cf. [Hoare87].
Proving a reification step correct can be done by showing that there exists a
simulation relation. For data reification, the simulation relation is the abstraction
relation, which is defined by the representation invariant.
There are different kinds of simulation that are used for reification.
Definition 2.3.1
Let SA <;;; BA X BA be an abstract relation (program) and SC <;;; BC x BC be a
concrete relation, and a <;;; BC x EA an abstraction relation. Then
SC
SC
SC
SC

L-simulates SA w.r.t. a
L-l-simulates SA w.r.t. a
U-simulates SA w.r.t. 0.
U-1-simulates SA w.r.t. 0.

if, and only if,
if, and only if,
if, and only if,
if, and only if,

o
L-simulation and L -l-simulation are respectively called downward simulation and

upward simulation in [Hoare87]. U-simulation is used in [Back88], and U-I-simulation
is used in [Lamport83] for concurrent systems.
From the definition above it follows that any two relations simulate each other,
because one can choose the empty relation for <¥. Therefore we demand that the
abstraction relation is total on the concrete state space defined by the data invariant
of the concrete data type. The requirement that an abstraction relation must be
total causes no problems, because one can always choose a sufficiently strong data
invariant at the implementation level.
Although the different versions of simulation are in general incomparable e.g. some refinements can be proven by L -I-simulation but not by L-simulation cf.
[Gardiner90], and vice versa - they can be compared if one requires the abstraction
relation to be total or functional.

Lemma 2.3.1
If, and only if, <¥ is functional then
L-simulation
U-I-simulation (

'" U-simulation

/

L -I-simulation

o
This diagram should be read as follows. E.g.
also L-simulates SA.

if Se U-I-simulates SA then Se

Lemma 2.3.2
If, and only if, <¥ is total then
L-simulation
U-simulation /

o

'"

'" U-I-simulation

L -I-simulation /

In [Hoare87] it was proven that L- and L -I-simulation together are sufficient to
prove refinement (see also [HeS9]). This implies that U-I-simulation is sufficient
to prove refinement if only total abstraction relations are used, and U-simulation
is sufficient if only abstraction functions are used. However, requiring that the abstraction relation must be functional causes a problem if one allows implementation
bias, a notion which can be very useful in practical situations.
A specification is implementation biased if it contains more information than
strictly necessary to specify the desired operation. Although, implementation bias
can always be avoided it may be used to give a specification that is easier to understand. There is also a practical reason for permitting implementation bias. Suppose
you have designed a large and complex system. However, you're quite unhappy
with the inefficiency of some of the operations. Because, you don't want to redesign

the complex algorithms used for these operations, you might decide to apply some
optimization techniques to the operations instead. This means you consider the
implementations of the operations as specifications, thereby introducing implementation bias.
It is tempting to conclude from the above that U-I-simulation is the simulation
one should use to prove refinement. This is true if one considers refinement of a single
abstract operation, but when refining a large program this is no longer true. Suppose
that Sf simulates Sf and Sf simulates
and P is a program with statements Sf
and S{ Then P with Sf and
replaced by Sf and Sf should also simulate P.
This property is called subdistributivity in [Hoare87]' where L- and L -I-simulation
where shown to be subdistributive. Unfortunately, U- and U-I-simulation are in
general not subdistributive, and can therefore not be used to prove refinement of
a complete program by proving the refinement of the operations in isolation. The
problem is sequential composition. In lemma 2.3.3, sufficient and necessary conditions are given under which these simulations are subdistributive.

st

Lemma 2.3.3
If Sf U-simulates Sf and

Sf

st,

U-simulates

st, then

Sf; sf U-simulates S~; st {} a is total
If Sf U-I-simulates Sf and Sf U-I-simulates Sf, then
Sf; Sf U-I-simulates S~; st {} a is functional
o
Thus the abstraction relation must be total and functional, if we insist that Uor U-I-simulation is subdistributive and sufficient to prove refinement in the sense
of [Hoare87J. A similar problem arises if one uses L-simulation and L-I-simulation
for proving reification of different parts of the same program. If Sf L-simulates Sf
and Sf L -I-simulates
then it is not guaranteed that Sf; Sf L- or L -I-simulates
SA. SA

st,

l'

2.4

2·

Proving reification

We want to answer the following question. Suppose we are provided with a specification {7r} opA {¢} of an abstract operation opA. How should we specify the concrete
operation opc such that every program that satisfies the specification of opc is a
correct implementation opA w.r.t. a given abstraction relation a? This question is
answered in theorem 2.4.1, for each of the simulation notions discussed in section
2.3.
We include (a)¢ and [aJ¢ in the assertion language AssnH as abbreviations of
respectively 3 a(x" /I.p) and 'ia(X" -> .p), where x" (E AssnJ) denotes the characteristic predicate of a and a is the list of all free abstract variables in this predicate.

Theorem 2.4.1

• (U -simulation).

¢}

a-\ S; a sat {rp} opA N}H
S sat {(a)rp} ope ([aJ,p}H

• (U-l- simulation). If, and only if, a is total then

¢}

S sat a; ({rp} opA N}H); a-I
S sat {[aJrp} ope {(a),p}H

• (L-simulation). If, and only if, a is total then

¢}

a-I; S sat ({rp} opA {,p}H); a-I
S sat {(a)rp} ope {(a),p}H

• (L- l -simulation). If, and only if, a is total then

¢}

S; a sat a; ({ rp} opA {,p } H)
S sat {[aJrp} ope {[aJ,p}H

o
Suppose we want to prove that So; SI is an implementation of {rpo} opA {rp2} H under
abstraction relation a. If we use L-simulation it suffices to prove 1 ((a)rpo) So ((a)rpdH
and ((a)rpl) SI ((a)rp2)H for some assertion rpl. If we use U-simulation we have to
find an assertion rpl such that ((alrpo) 8 0 ([aJrpl)H and ((a)rpl) 8 1 ([aJrp2)H and
[aJrpl -; (a)rpl. This extra proof obligation is needed because U-simulation is not
subdistributive. In case that a is total, and hence U -simulation is subdistributive,
[aJrpl -; (a)rpl is always true. Thus subdistributivity guarantees nice proof rules,
but it is not always necessary to require subdistributivity. In a correctness proof
one is interested in a particular assertion rp for which [aJrp -; (a)rp (or (a)rp -; [aJrp)
may very well be true.

3

Partial correctness preserving transformations

We will show how the verification conditions for reification in Reynolds' method and
in VDM can be derived within the theory of section two.
IThis is an example where one explicitly reasons over correctness formulae within a given logical
state and not about implicitly quantified formulae.

3.1

Reynolds' reification method

Each reification step in Reynolds' method consists of four smaller steps. First,
the concrete variables and the representation invariant are introduced. Second,
each assignment that affects the representation invariant is augmented with one or
more assignments to the concrete variables such that the representation invariant is
reestablished (or achieved in case of initialization). Third, expressions that contain
abstract variables, but occur outside of an assignment to abstract variables, are
replaced by expressions that do not contain abstract variables but are guaranteed
by the representation invariant to have a value that could have been the result of
the abstract expression. Fourth, the declarations of and the assignments to abstract
variables that have become auxiliary by the previous step are eliminated. The second
and the third step are the most interesting ones, because they implicitly describe
what correctness of a reification step in Reynolds' method means.
According to step two, a simultaneous assignment a:= eAr a, x) is augmented
with assignments to concrete variables to reestablish the representation invariant.
The assignments to the concrete variables can be contracted into a single simultaneous assignment e:= eC(e, x). Thus, one has to prove that

holds, where Xo denotes the representation invariant. This boils down to proving
x" ....... x,,[eC(e,x)/e][eA(a,x)/a], or because the abstract and concrete variables are
disjoint

Observe that in this verification condition nothing is said about the pre- and postcondition of the abstract assignment itself. In this respect there is a difference
between Reynolds' method and Back's method on one hand and ours and VDM
on the other. In VDM operations are characterized by their specifications, whereas
Reynolds characterizes them through their semantics. Thus, Reynolds interprets the
meaning of an abstract program and this is in principle independent of the proof
outline of that program (of course validity of a proof outline does depend on the
semantics of the abstract operations).
If we specify the abstract assignment by {a = g} oz0 {a = eA(g, x)} H - with
the restriction that assignment to the variables in x is not allowed - we can use
the rule for L-simulation to obtain {:la(X" 1\ a = g)} opc {:la(X" 1\ a = eA(g,x))}H.
For a concrete assignment c:= eC(e, x) this means we have to prove

In Reynolds' method the abstract operation a:= eAr a, x) always terminates, and
therefore we have to prove that :la(X" 1\ a = g) ....... x,,[eC(e,x)/e,eA(g,x)/aJ, which
is equivalent to the verification condition above.
Next, we turn to step three of Reynolds' method. In case that an abstract
variable occurs in an expression outside an assignment to an abstract variable, we

concentrate on nondeterministic assignments of the form x := x'.1r A(a,x'). The
intended meaning of this statement is that the variable x is assigned a value such
that 1rA( a, x) is true if possible, otherwise it does not terminate. According to step
three, proving that x := x'.1r C (c,x') is a correct implementation, can be done by
verifying that

This verification condition can be deduced within our framework. The abstract
operation satisfies {true} op-4 {1r A (a, x)} H, with the restriction that only assignment
to x is allowed. The rule for L-simulation requires a proof of

Using the axiom for nondeterministic assignment this generates the following verification condition

And this is equivalent with Reynolds' verification condition. The replacement of
abstract variables by concrete variables in boolean expressions is completely analogous.
From the considerations in the previous paragraphs one may conclude that
Reynolds uses L-simulation to prove reification, and therefore the method of Reynolds
is incomplete.

3.2

Reification in VDM: partial correctness

To investigate the relationship between reification in VDM and reification in the
other methods we use a translation from VDM specifications to Hoare specifications
and a translation the other way around. Of course, the same translations can be
applied to correctness formulae.
A VDM specification {1r} opA {p} J denotes the same relation as the Hoare
specification {1r /I x = g} opA {p[gj X]}H, where x = 9 is a freeze predicate that
"freezes" the values of all hooked program variables in p.
Thus, if logical variables are used then primed variables become superfluous.
The opposite is also true. If primed variables are used one does not need logical
variables, because a Hoare specification {cp} opA {.p} H denotes the same relation
as {true} opA {\lg(cp[x jx] ---+ .p)}J, where 9 is the list of free logical variables in cp
and .p. In [VDMS9J, Jones gives two proof rules for reification. One that is used if
the abstraction relation is functional, i.e. it is a retrieve function. And, secondly, a
proof rule that is used in case that the abstraction relation is not functional, i.e. it is
a retrieve relation. In case of a retrieve function, Jones uses U-simulation as a basis
for his proof rule, and therefore has a complete proof rule. However the retrieve
functions used in [VDM89] are also total and adequate - i.e. for each instance of
the abstract datatype there is an instance of the concrete datatype that represents

it and vice versa - so that the simulations in section two are equal. For this reason
we move directly to the more interesting case of nonfunctional abstraction relations.
It is already known, see e.g. [Gardiner90] that the proof rule for retrieve relations
expresses L-simulation, but we give a proof of this fact within the theory of section
two.
To prove in VDM that {KC} opc {pC} J specifies a correct implementation of
{KA} opA {pA b under D, one has to verify that ([VDMS9], page 222)
XO /lKA -> KC

and Xo["a

la, c Ie] /lKA["a la] /I pC

->

:3 a (pA

/I Xo)

, domain rule;
, result rule.

The above conditions are satisfied if the concrete operation satisfies

This is also the weakest specification that guarantees that the domain rule and result
rule are satisfied. This can be explained as follows. From the domain rule it follows
that XO /lKA is the strongest precondition that is allowed in the specification of opc.
Because,

it follows that :3 a (pA /I Xo) is also the weakest postcondition that is admissible in
the specification of the concrete operation.
The specification above can be translated in the Hoare specification

Note that the abstract variables a do not occur free in the postcondition, thus we
can apply the adaptation rule (see e.g. [Olderog83]) to obtain

To obtain the previous specification again, just apply the consequence rule. And
this is exactly what we would have obtained by first translating the abstract specification and then applying the rule for L-simulation. So, also the VDM verification
conditions are deducible within our formalism.

4

Total correctness preserving transformations

Although partial correctness preserving refinement is interesting and can be used to
illustrate many ideas about refinement, it has the disadvantage that every abstract
operation may be implemented by a non terminating program at the concrete level.
Therefore, we will investigate in this section how our theory might be extended to
total correctness preserving reification.
A straightforward way to adapt the theory in section two to total correctness,
is to introduce a special state .1 to denote divergence, use a strict interpretation -

evaluation of a predicate in -L yields false - and require that relations are total. To
distinguish the correctness formula with the new interpretation from the old ones
we add the superscript L Thus, the total correctness formula ('P) S (I/»fi is only
true if for each initial state that satisfies 'P the program S will terminate in a state
satisfying 1/>. Although this is the approach taken in VDM and by Back, we also
want to mention an alternative approach.
The approach sketched in the previous paragraph is in a sense an all-or-nothing
approach because one cannot specify that a program may not terminate for certain
initial states. However, for concurrent systems it is sometimes desirable to specify
that a program does not terminate for some initial values [Zwiers90a]. Therefore one
may, again, introduce .1 and a special predicate fin which is only false in .i. The
total correctness formula above and the partial correctness formulae of section two
are respectively obtained as the special cases ('P) S (finAI/»H and ('P) S (fin -> I/»H.
It is also possible to consider correctness formulae with a meaning different from both
partial and total correctness. For example, the formula (x = g) S (g f 0 <-+ fin)H
is true if S terminates only if x is initially not zero.
In the remainder of this section we investigate how total correctness preserving
refinement is achieved in VDM and Back's refinement calculus, and how this could
be applied to the theory of section two.

4.1

Reification in VDM: total correctness

We already discussed partial correctness preserving reification in VDM, so we can
be rather brief about total correctness. In VDM the preservation of total correctness
in a reification step is guaranteed by the restriction that the implementation of an
abstract data type is adequate, which means that for each state that satisfies the data
invariant at the abstract level there is a state at the concrete level that represents it.
Together with the domain rule this is sufficient to ensure that if the precondition of
the abstract operation is true for a particular state, then there exists a corresponding
state at the concrete level such that the precondition of the concrete operation is
true. Because specifications in VDM specify programs that must terminate for states
that satisfy the precondition, the concrete program must terminate also. The result
rule ensures that the program terminates in a correct state.
Thus to adapt the theory of section two to total correctness, it is sufficient to
interpret the correctness formulae as total correctness formulae and add the requirement that abstraction relations are adequate.

4.2

Reification in Back's refinement calculus

Before we proceed with data reification in Back's calculus, we must admit that it
is not possible to cover Back's calculus completely with the theory of section two.
The reason for this is that Back allows angelic conditional statements of the form
SI <> S2 with a weakest precondition semantics such that [SI <> S2]p ,;, [SI]p V [S2]P.
This statement doesn't have a relational semantics, and is therefore not covered by

the theory of section two. However, in data refinement angelic nondeterminism is
used in a restricted way, which can be handled in a relational framework, indeed.
In the refinement calculus S implements S' if, and only if, [S')rr -+ [S)1I" for all
11" (E AssnJ). Likewise, S data refines S' w.r.t. abstraction relation a if, and only
if 2, [S')rr -+ [a-I; S; o)rr. The statement 0 is a angelic nondeterministic statement
whose predicate transformer semantics is defined by [0)11" 3a (X" /I. 11"), cf. [Back90).
If the abstract statement is specified by {'P} opA {.p} Ji an application of the
characterization theorem [Back90) results in the following proof obligation for the
implementation Se

=

To extend the theory of section two to total correctness in the same way as Back,
this means that we only have to replace [a)'P by (a) true /I. [a)'P in the proof rules of
theorem 2.4.1.

5

Conclusions

Three well-known methodologies for proving data refinement for sequential programs, due to Reynolds [ReynoldsSl), Jones [VDMS9), and Back [BackSS) have
been presented up to now separately in the literature without mentioning the underlying principles that relate them. We have investigated how the afore mentioned
methodologies are related by
1. Developing a modest predicate transformer framework.
2. Relating four known varieties for proving refinement and express them as verification conditions within this framework.
3. Analyzing Reynolds' method and VDM-style refinement proofs, and stating their associated verification conditions for partial correctness, and then,
through an extension of our framework to include nontermination, to total
correctness.
4. Mentioning how a restricted form [BackSS) of Back's general theory can also
be characterized within our formalism.
Although we considered data reification in sequential systems, most issues are also
relevant for concurrent systems. Back has applied the same techniques used in
data reification to refinement of action systems [Back90a). Also in [Zwiers90) data
refinement was used for the implementation of a queue by a dynamic network of
processes. Therefore it is worthwhile to have an overview of the main methods and
issues in data refinement as a basis for the refinement of distributed systems.
2To avoid confusion, readers familiar with Back's notation should be aware that his abstraction
relations are defined on EA x E C , whereas we have defined them on E C x EA.

Future work, includes the generalization of the results for concurrency possibly using a framework similar to the one in [Zwiers90a). This would enable us to
integrate e.g. Hehner's work on concurrency [Hehner84b).
We want to emphasize that many results, especially concerning predicate transformers, are but variations upon work reported in existing literature, and mention
that we especially learned a lot from Gardiner and Morgan [Gardiner90]' although
our framework was developed independently from theirs. Our sincere thanks go to
John Reynolds, Cliff Jones, and Ralph Back for their fine work in this area, whose
study continues to be a source of enjoyment and inspiration for us.
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